Abstract. Let E be a cyclic algebraic number eld of a prime degree. We prove an identity which lifts an exponential sum similar to the Kloosterman sum to an exponential sum taken over certain algebraic integers in E.
where x is the inverse of x modulo c. Here (c) is the number of prime factors of c counting multiplicity. Note that the exponential sum on the right side of (1) is actually a sum taken over some algebraic integers in E = Q( p ).
In this paper we will prove a similar identity which lifts an exponential sum to a cyclic algebraic number eld of a prime degree. The main results are given in the following theorem. Also note that it is necessary to have the assumption that m is divisible by the square of every prime dividing it: the identity in (2) does not hold otherwise. This assumption seems to be related to the phenomena that exponential sums \trivialize" when p 2 jm for every pjm. It is interesting to see if an identity of this kind holds without the assumption.
As an example let us take the cyclic cubic eld E generated by a root of the polynomial P(x) = x 3 ? 3x ? 1 (cf. Cohen 1] where a is a number relatively prime to p, a is the inverse of a modulo p, and ' is a multiplicative character of order three. Indeed, comparing the left side of (3) with (2), we see that it is essentially an exponential sum corresponding to a quadratic eld. The right side of (3) con rms this observation because apart from the cubic character ' it is a Kloosterman sum related to the same quadratic eld via the identity in (1). According to 13] and 14], the identity in (1) plays a crucial role in the fundamental lemma of the relative trace formula for GL(2) between distributions over a ground algebraic number eld and its quadratic extension. This relative trace formula was used to give a new proof of the quadratic base change for GL(2) (see remarks in Jacquet 6] (2) . Based on the same consideration the identity in Theorem 1 or an improved version might be used to establish a relative trace formula which could be applied to the study of the correspondence between automorphic forms on GL(2) over the ground eld and its cyclic extensions.
Besides its potential applications to automorphic forms, the identity in (2) certainly has signi cance on its own right. Comparing it with the identity in (1) we can see the role played by the exponential sum on the left side of (2) is similar to that of the Kloosterman sum. This indicates that the Kloosterman sum and the expression on the left side of (3) are basically exponential sums related to quadratic number elds, while the sum on the left side of (2) is related to a cyclic number eld of degree`.
In the following sections we will see that the proof of (2) is partly based on the Davenport{Hasse formulas of Gauss sums of a new type. Indeed, this approach was rst used by Katz 9] who established certain identities for Kloosterman sums using a Davenport{Hasse relation based on a power map x 7 ! x N . The Kloosterman sums in his identities are similar to some of our local exponential sums over a p-adic eld which splits in E (see the proof of Theorem 3).
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The Davenport{Hasse relation.
Let be a multiplicative character modulo a prime p. The Gauss sum is
If ' is a multiplicative character of order n modulo p, then a Davenport{Hasse formula of Gauss sums is (Davenport and Hasse 2])
This formula has been actively reexamined recently by many authors (e.g. R (x) = e 2 ix . Thus the order of the local character p is zero for any p < 1. If is a rami ed character on Q p with conductor exponent a( ) equal to 1, we have ( ) = (p) "( ; p ; dx): Let ' be a rami ed character on Q p with ' n = 1 such that the conductor exponents a( ) = a( ') = = a( ' n?1 ) = 1. Then the Davenport{Hasse formula takes the form "( n ; p ; dx)"('; p ; dx) "(' n?1 ; p ; dx) = n (n)"( ; p ; dx)"( '; p ; dx) "( ' n?1 ; p ; dx):
What we need in this article is a formula of Davenport{Hasse type with an unrami ed character '. Note that when ' is unrami ed "('; p ; dx) = = "(' n?1 ; p ; dx) = 1 and "( '; p ; dx) = '(q)"( ; p ; dx). Also note that the conditions a( ) = a( ') = = a( ' n?1 ) = 1 hold automatically in this case.
Theorem 2. Let p be a prime greater than n and let be a rami ed character with the conductor exponent a( ) = a > (4) If a is even, then the above can be simpli ed: "( n ; p ; dx) = n (n)q (1?n)=2 "( ; p ; dx) n :
We note the similarity between this identity and another Davenport{Hasse formula ( 2], (0.8)):
where K is a nite extension of degree n of the nite eld k of q = p a elements and N K=k is the norm map from K to k. Over the p-adic eld Q p the formula in (5) takes the form By an induction argument we get the rst formula in the lemma. The second formula is a direct consequence of the rst. Q.E.D. To prove Theorem 1 we want to write the formula in (4) in a di erent way: "( n ; p ; dx)"( ; p ; dx) = n (n)q 1?n "( ; p ; dx) "( ; p ; dx) n :
By the classical identity "( ; p ; dx)"( ; p ; dx) = (?1)q for rami ed with a( ) = a, we can rewrite the right side above as (?1) n (n)q 2?n "( ; p ; dx) n?1 :
Now we assume that`= n?1 is an odd prime and p > n. Let Reversing the above computation, we can see that the integrals on the right side of (9) and (10) (?n n )q 2? 
If we reverse the above computation, we can see that for any rami ed character the integral on the right side vanishes when the conductor exponent a( ) 6 = a.
Comparing (11) with the expressions of the left side of (8) in (9) and (10) (13) when a is odd. We point out that (12) and (13) are also true for unrami ed character because of our assumption of a > 1. (For a = 1 the equations in (12) and (13) We note that this local exponential sum is the generalized Kloosterman sum studied by Katz 9] . Writing this sum in terms of integration we get the following expression for the left side of (14) (14) is also true in the splitting case. Q.E.D. Now we can nally turn to the global situation. Consider the products of the sums in (14) over all prime factors of m and the product of the products of the Weil constants over those prime factors of m who divide m to odd powers. Recall that for any x 2 Q we have Q p<1 p (x) = e ?2 ix , because the global character = R Q p<1 p is trivial on Q. Therefore we can express the products of the sums above as sums of exponential functions. By taking complex conjugates we arrive at the formula in Theorem 1.
